
Radiation Therapy: TBA Therapy Beam Analysis Equipllilent

MP 2
Phantom Tank
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Features

흡흉:- High precision 2D water phantoHl for two—

diHlensional dose distribution Hleas1λ renlents

澣, Includes a st11rdy 2D stainless stee1 Π10ving Inecha—

nisln, Inanually Inovable along the third coordinate

藎— 工nc111des two stepper n10tors for a detector positioning

speed of 50 zlilHIIs and a positioning accuracy of

+ 0. 1 Π1H1

詩ㅏ Acrylic wa11s and etched lines for precise tank alignHlent

푭.·
 A rotatable leveling device is available as an option

The MP2 water tank is an economical reH10te— controⅡed

phantoHl fbr two—  diΠlensional dose acquisition. The third

co0rdinate can be varied manually. A scale at the top of a

phantoln wall enables the user to precisely position the 2D

mechanisHl within a range of 400 Π1H1● Two stepper mo—

tors and a sturdy n10ving HlechanisHl Inade of stainless

steel move a radiation detector controlled relnotely within

a horizonta1 Π10ving range of 500 mnl and a vertical range

of 407. 5 Π1In. The optional rotatable leveling device

rotates the MP2 tank for Ineasurelnent of both principle

axes and the diagonals˚  Detector holding devices are

0ptionally available●  Bealn incidences Inay be vertical or

horizonta1● The aclylic wa11s are 10 InHl thick and f는 ature

etched lines for precise tank alignIIlent˚

The delively includes a cable connection box mounted to

the tank, a spirit level and an ion chaHlber— a어 usting

device. To operate the tank, MEPHYSTO sof'tware and TBA

electronics are re quired●

ordering 工nforΠ lat묘 on

T41020. 1 ●001 MP2 PhantoHl tank

〉 MP2 ConFlgured Basic Systenls pα ℓe I ΞΞ

MP1, MP1 -S, MP1 -M
Phantom Tanks
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Features

흄●≠ High precision lD water tanks fbr absolute dosiHletry

and depth dose IneasureΠ lent of high energy photon

and electron beams

騁 Conlply with the dosimetly protocols AAPM TG- 51,

工AEA TRS-398 and DIN 6800-2

數 Easy setup with alignment and Fl11 lines and a('justable
supports for leveling

The MP1, MP1 -S and MP1 -M water tanks are sma11 1D

phantonls for depth dose Ineasurement to deterΠ line bealn

qualities and Ineasure absolute doses according to inter—

national dosinletry protocols. The tank sizes Hleet the

AAPM TG51, IAEA TRS B98 and DIN 6800- 2 requirelnents

for absorbed dose determinations in ref는 rence conditions●

MP l and MP1 -S tanks are relnote controlled and req1λ ire

TBA electronics and MEPHYSTO ?η c2 software for opera—

tion. Using the MP1 -M tank the detector positions are

a여justed by hand. It is equipped with a precise Π10ving

IIlechanisIIl and a digital display of the detector position˚

The tanks have vertica1 Π1oving ranges of 254 nlm and exter—

nal horizontal phantoHl dilnensions of 320 mm x 370 Inln

Π俎꾸 l and MP1-M) and 225 mm x 275 Hlm Π俎꾸 1 -S). Holding

devices to mount selniflex, Farlner and electron chalnbels t0

the H10ving Inechanism are available. Each phantoHl has

three a어 ustable supports fbr levelling and a collision— pro—

tected drain tap for elnptying without tilting or changing the

phantom’ s position. Alignment and Fl11 lines ensure an easy

settλ p.

orderlng 工nforΠlatlon

T41019 MP l Phantoln tank

T41018 MP 1 - S PhantoHl tank

T41025 MP1 -M Manual phantom tank

Chalnb er holding devices upon req1λ est

〉 UniSoft Edition 2000 ραℓe 22

〉 MEPHYSTo ?η c2 Software ραℓe 49
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